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               Summary 
 

Building assessment and recording was undertaken at Franche House, Wolverley Road, Franche, 
Kidderminster in advance of proposed building works. The house is a very much altered 
farmhouse or gentleman’s residence of the very late 18th or early 19th Century.  It was probably 
built  shortly before the first documentary evidence for its existence (1811). It was then in the 
hands of the Crane family, who possibly had it built after the death of Samuel Crane in 1794. 
 
The form of the original house is now very difficult to discern, but it was (according to 
cartographic sources) “L” shaped, with the larger part of the house  at the west end and the 
present southern block  forming the bottom leg . The building was cellared and had three storeys, 
the uppermost probably being partially within the roofspace.  
 
The building remained a gentleman’s residence until the 1870s, the last resident being Henry 
Hopkins a local justice of the peace. The building was then acquired by the owner of the 
neighbouring Franche Hall and incorporated in the grounds of Franche Hall as a museum and 
astronomical observatory. The new owner was Michael Tomkinson, a wealthy carpet 
manufacturer who had been born locally at Franche Cottage. Tomkinson was responsible for a 
drastic remodelling of the house, which involved removal of the roof,  much of the rear wing, and 
construction of a tower at the western end of the earlier house. The tower was surmounted by a 
large astronomical observatory. A single storey glass roofed museum was built at the rear of the 
house. Tomkinson also acquired the neighbouring Franche Court, (dating to the 17th C or earlier), 
and demolished it to add to his grounds. 
 
On Tomkinson’s death the estate proved difficult to sell, and was broken up, Franche Hall was 
demolished in 1924. At the same time Franche House was acquired by the Cheshire family and 
rebuilt as a much extended family home. The present building is mainly of this period. The house 
contains an eclectic assortment of internal joinery, and some of this clearly was obtained from the 
recently demolished Franche Hall. Two porches at Franche House were created using stone 
columns salvaged from the verandah of Franche Hall. The double doors of the southern front 
appear to have been internal doors from Franche Hall. The observatory was removed, but its 
tower retained. The rear of the house was completely rebuilt on an extended footprint after the 
demolition of the museum block.  
 
The house lost almost all of its original grounds in a series of housing developments from the 
1950s onwards, and now stands surrounded by a suburban sprawl, that has a few character 
properties scattered amongst it as relics of the early-mid 19th C development of the area including 
some of the  service buildings of the Franche Hall estate. 
 
The house, as it stands externally has considerable character and presence, with some fine 
detailing to the south front, but is internally a very awkwardly arranged conversion. The rear 
extension is substantial, but lacking in character. Internally very little remains of the original 
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house other than the cellarage, which has only suffered minor alterations. There is no evidence of 
any building earlier than the very late 18th-early 19th C house, and the original building has been 
altered beyond all recognition. There are no indications that the site has any archaeological 
potential, and the building is of no more than local architectural interest. 

1 Introduction 
 

1.1  An archaeological building assessment and record was undertaken by Mike Napthan Archaeology 
at Franche House, Wolverley Road, Franche,Kidderminster (NGR SO82027829: Fig 1).The 
project  is based upon a brief supplied by Mike Glyde  of WHEAS (March 3rd 2010 Planning 
reference WF/10/0073). The works are being on behalf of the landowners Mr & Mrs  Barry Smith 
(the Clients). 

  
1.2  The site location is within the north-eastern suburbs of Kidderminster, in an area known as 

Franche that originated as a dispersed settlement probably in the medieval period, but did not 
become a populous area until the early-mid 19th Century. Franche House was built in a pleasant 
rural setting with a fine outlook, but is now surrounded by housing estates. 

 
1.3 This report represents the findings of the building recording and assessment. The project was 

designed to provide a reliable and independent assessment of the historical and architectural value 
of the buildings. The project design was prepared in accordance with the Standard and Guidance 
for Archaeological Evaluations issued by the Institute of Field Archaeologists (1994). Codes of 
Conduct of the Institute of Field Archaeologists will be adhered to, as will English Heritage 
guidelines, notably “Understanding Historic buildings a guide to good recording” EH 2006 . 

 
 
2  Aims 
 
2.1  The aims of the building recording were to gather high quality data from the direct observation of  

the historic structure in order to provide sufficient information to establish the nature of the built 
resource within a given area or site (including presence or absence, character, extent, date, state of  
preservation and quality) 

 
  These aims were achieved through pursuit of the following specific objectives: 
 

i) to define and identify the nature of the building, and  date the construction where possible; 
 

ii) to attempt to characterize the constructional sequence and recover as much information as 
possible about the  internal features and fabric surviving .  

 
iii) to determine the likely impact of any future development on the archaeological resource and 
suggest any mitigation required where appropriate. 

 

3 Methodology  
 

3.1  Cartographic and published historical sources were searched for information relating to the site 
and its environs. There is some historic mapping available for the area in the early  and mid  19th C 
(Fig 2), plus the usual Ordnance Survey mapping (Fig 3). Trade directories were consulted from 
copies held “in house” and those held in Worcester Family History Centre, but due to infrequent 
naming of the house few entries were found. A search of the County Councils’ HER database 
revealed very few records, mainly relating to buildings identified by the Kidderminster local 
history project, and research by Nigel Gilbert. There has been very little previous archaeological 
fieldwork in the vicinity of the site. A search was made for entries in the Census for 1841, 1851, 
1861, 1871 and 1891(all held “in house” on CDROM) – the results are listed as Appendix 1. 
Searches at the County Record Office identified no material which could be directly related to the 
present property other than cartographic sources. Foley estate material relating to the pre-19th C 
ownership of the site was not pursued as there is a vast range of documentation (spread across 
numerous archives), and the material is poorly indexed.  
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3.2 The survey was conducted in January 2012. A photographic record was made, and selected details 

recorded on annotated and corrected plans and elevations. The existing planning application plans 
used as a base proved to be very diagrammatic, with the exception of the elevations which seemed 
reasonably accurate (Fig 6). The building descriptions were compiled using the photographs as a 
reference. The photographic archive accompanies this report on DVD.  

 

4 Archaeological and historical background  

4.1 There is little recorded archaeological evidence from the area – there have been several metal 
detecting and casual finds from the (extremely large) parish, but many are so poorly described in 
the record as to be uninterpretable either as to period or function (see HER record WSM39593) – 
no locations are given. There were two homesteads at Franche in the Domesday survey of 1086. It 
has been suggested (by local historian Nigel Gilbert) that the most likely sites for the medieval 
occupation sites (WSM 12999) were in Lowe Lane at Franche Court WSM41525 and Franche 
House (WSM 35009). The present owner found an early brick whist undertaking work over the 
vault of the cellar; on taking it to a reclamation yard in the hope of obtaining matching bricks for 
the proposed extension he was told that the sample he  had might date to the 16th Century, it being 
shallow, long and broad. The brick indicates some early post-medieval activity in the area, but 
does not necessarily relate to a former house on the present site, particularly as Franche Court 
(which may well have had 16th C brickwork) lay very close by.  

4.2 Franche was still predominantly a small agricultural community when the censuses of 1801 and 
1811 were taken, having less than fifty households. These included the cottages in Honeybrook 
Lane, and Yew Tree Cottage in Lowe Lane, all of which still stand. There were other old cottages, 
which were demolished in the late 1820s to make way for the Tynings and new cottages built 
around the west side of Lowe Lane. Throughout the nineteenth century Franche was part of the 
Kidderminster Foreign parish, and it was not until 1912 that it was taken into the Borough of 
Kidderminster.  

4.3 During the early-mid 19th C there was an influx of wealthy people able to build fine houses. An 
early example was the miller, John Wagstaff, whose house at Honeybrook (WSM 42530) was 
subsequently massively extended c1825 by the carpet manufacturer, George Talbot. 

4.4 Circa1835 a Dudley confectioner, James Grigg (1783-1860), built Franche Cottage, later the 
Beeches (WSM29313; subsequently demolished). Grigg was listed in the 1841 census. In poor rate 
list of 1843 his house is named as Frainch Cottage. In 1839 James’ daughter, Sarah, married 
Michael Tomkinson, a Kidderminster mercer. Their son Michael was born in 1841, and was later 
to feature prominently in the development of Franche. Michael Tomkinson Senior encountered 
financial difficulties and was bankrupt in 1844. The 1851 census shows that Sarah and her two 
sons, Michael and John, were living at Franche Cottage. By 1840 Marlpool House stood alone 
towards the top of Marlpool Lane, and it has been suggested  (Gilbert, 2007)  that this site may 
have previously supported a dwelling. In the 1840s the market gardener, James Morgan, built 
Franche Villa, and Sunnyside (WSM 38235) on Wolverley Road. 

 
4.5 Franche Court (WSM 41525) was a large working farm until 1835, when it was transformed into a 

gentleman’s mansion, in the late 19th C owned by a brewer William Bucknall. Michael 
Tomkinson, (born in Franche Cottage) by now a leading carpet manufacturer purchased Franche 
Court c1899, and almost immediately demolished it to expand the garden of Franche Hall. Michael 
Tomkinson was the most dominant figure in the development of Franche during the 19th Century. 
Tomkinson was very wealthy and was able to buy up much of the land and buildings of Franche, 
including several cottages and also substantial houses such as Sunnyside (WSM 38235), The 
Tynings and Franche House. The core of his estate was Franche Hall, which he purchased in 1881 
and massively extended both the house and its grounds. To serve this estate he built the Home 
Farm, which still stands at the end of Franchecourt Drive, Franche Lodge, which is on the sharp 
corner at the far end of Wolverley Road, and the stables, which survive converted into residences 
in Lowe Lane (Gilbert 2007).  
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4.6 Franche Hall (WSM 35007) was first documented in 1681 contained in the marriage settlement of 

Francis Jorden and Sarah Pudsey. In 1769 Franche Hall was purchased by John 1818 Matthew’s 
son, John, sold Franche Hall to Josiah Widnell. Initially Widnell paid the poor rates on his new 
property, but by 1823 he had a tenant, the carpet manufacturer James Hooman. Widnell sold 
Franche Hall to Elizabeth, Sarah and Hannah Lea in 1844 (Gilbert 2007).  They appear to have 
been the sitting tenants as they were listed at Franche Hall in 1841 (Pigot’s Directory) and in 1850 
(Slater’s Directory). In 1867 the Lea family in turn sold to the carpet manufacturer, James Holmes, 
who occupied Franche Hall for fourteen years, before he sold to Michael Tomkinson. 

 
4.7 The present property, Franche House (WSM 35009) was occupied by a tenant farmer, John Crane, 

at the beginning of the nineteenth century, the property was part of the very extensive Foley 
Estates (WRO BA 4600/889 ref 705:550) . John Crane, the son of Samuel and Elizabeth Crane 
who married in 1760 was born in 1761 and baptized on 15th Sept 1761. His father died in 1794, 
and he then apparently took over  tenancy of the farm (WRO BA 12666 Parcel 2 ref 899:1237). 
An 1811 map “of that part of Puxton Farm & of the titheable lands in the manors of Puxton & 
Franche, Kidderminster allotted to Joseph White” (WRO BA 4600/889 ref 705:550) shows what 
is now known as Franche House (Fig 2). It is not named, but it has an “L” shaped footprint. Also 
shown are a range of smaller buildings to the west – these probably represent farm buildings.  A 
similar map titled “Survey of Lands situate at Puxton & Franche Kidderminster”  also of 1811 is 
held at WRO BA 5351 Parcel 3 ref 705:550.  The house was purchased as an investment by 
Samuel Perrin in 1827(WRO BA 4600 parcel 116 (i) ref 705:550). The poor rates show that his 
tenant was Josiah Widnell (of the neighbouring Franche Hall) until about 1835 (WRO BA 4766 
parcels 3, 4 & 5 ref 850 Kidderminster St Mary in Kidd. St Mary & All Saints). Josiah was 
probably the son of Henry Widnell, carpet manufacturer. Samuel Perrin died intestate in 1828 and 
the house passed to his three sisters, Sarah, Mary and Betridge. The sisters lived in Church Street 
Kidderminster in 1830 (Pigot’s Directory). Mary still lived there in 1851 according to the census, 
which described her as a ‘landed proprietor’ (Nigel Gilbert for the Historic Kidderminster Project 
Ref: 273). The Tithe Apportionment of 1852 lists the landowners as “Mary and Esther Perrens 
[sic]”. The then occupant was William Merefield, An Edward Perrin Esq was listed as living at 
Summerbank, Franche in 1868 (Kelly’s Post Office Directory). There is a large scale map of 
Kidderminster Foreign by R C Court, surveyor of Bromsgrove, dating to circa 1840 (WRO BA 
12944 ref x899:1251) . This map (Fig 2) shows little change from the 1811 plan, but is better 
defined, so it is clear that there was a range of buildings (and possible farm yard?)  to the west. 
Significantly there is a small projection to the rear of the east end of the south range, equating 
apparently to the northern end of the present lounge. 

 
4.8 In the mid-nineteenth century the house was clearly regarded as a desirable (if usually short-term) 

tenancy. The poor rates list two prominent members of the Talbot family living at Franche - Henry 
Jnr. In October 1843 and Frederick in October 1851, however Trades Directories of the same 
period indicate that they had other residences in the town. Henry Talbot “merchant” and his wife 
Caroline both 35, and their daughter Elizabeth aged 7, were in residence at “Franche House” in 
1841, when the 1841 Census also listed three female servants living in and a married couple James 
and Hannah Grigg in their  late 50s (possibly Caroline’s parents?) with their own female servant. 
The 1851 Census also lists the household of James and Hannah Grigg, (he being a retired 
confectioner) in this area and they had their daughter and grandchildren living with them as well as 
a female servant. Since the Griggs were definitely in residence in 1841 it seems quite possible they 
were still at Franche House in 1851, though the property cannot be definitely identified. Frederick 
Talbot, articled clerk to a solicitor, was then living (with a large and prosperous household) 
between the Leas of Franche Hall, and the Griggs, so probably at Franche Court. The Tithe Award 
and Apportionment for Franche  (WRO BA10884 parcel 3 ref s899:310) are dated 1852 and show 
the house layout unchanged from 1840. The tenant at this time, according to the Apportionment 
was William Merefield. Merefield is identified in the 1851 Census as a 51 year old gardener 
employing 6 labourers, living in Franche with his wife Elizabeth and son George, an 
undergraduate. They do not quite meet the profile expected for the house, and it is therefore 
uncertain that they were resident. Henry Brinton Jnr. also briefly paid the Poor Rate prior to his 
death in1857, but was listed at Fairfield Cottage in 1855 (Billing’s 1855). (Kidderminster Foreign 
Rate Books WRO BA 10470 parcels 200-204 ref 899:310). It is a little odd that those paying the 
Poor Rate do not appear listed here in the Directories, as Poor Rate was usually paid by tenant, or 
less commonly, the landlord. In 1861 the house was occupied by Henry Saunders Jnr, a 32 year 
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old solicitor and his wife Harriet (28), two small daughters and sister in law. The live in servants 
were a nurse, cook and  a housemaid (Census 1861). Elizabeth Head, aged 65, a farmer’s widow 
appears to have occupied the house in 1871 (Census) , together with two lodgers. Her husband was 
the late John Head Esq listed in the 1868 Kelly’s Post Office Directory as a gent. of Franche. In 
neither the census or the directory is the house named so the identity cannot be certain. As Head 
was the only gent. listed that cannot be tied to another large property in Franche it seems very 
probable that he occupied Franche House.  Subsequently the house was home to Henry Dixon JP, 
listed in Littlebury’s Directorys of 1873 and 1876. The house was purchased by Michael 
Tomkinson in 1885. It ceased to be an independent house and was incorporated in his massively 
expanding Franche Hall estate, where it became his observatory. After his death in 1921 and the 
subsequent failure to sell. Franche Hall, the estate was broken up. Franche House was returned to 
its function as a residence in its own right. In September 1924 the Shuttle reported that it was 
‘being converted into a villa residence’. (KS 6.9.1924). Franche House then became the home of 
Harry Cheshire (1882-1972), son of the printer G.T. Cheshire. He was Mayor of Kidderminster in 
1938. He was chairman of the Education Committee from 1930 to 1946 and known as ‘Mr 
Education’. His work was recognized when the new school at Habberley was named after him in 
1940. This was recently renamed Baxter College (Gilbert, 2007). Cheshire was listed at the 
property into the 1940s (Kelly’s 1940) after which Directory listings for private residents cease. 

 
4.9 Tomkinson died in 1921, and by this time Franche Hall was of such a large scale, with its fifteen 

bedrooms, that it could not be sold and was pulled down in 1924. In November 1921 the sales 
particulars of Franche Hall by Nock & Joseland  Auctioneers (WRO BA 9526 parcel 42 ref 
b705:1041) contained this description of Franche House, which had long been incorporated into 
the estate of the adjacent mansion: 

An Observatory and Museum 
Having on Ground Floor:- Hall, with stairs; one room, 21ft by 15ft, and glass-roofed 

Museum, 22ft by 15ft, with Ruabon quarry floor and matched lined; on First and 
Second Floors: three Rooms, one having two good cupboards and panelled and carved 
Oak mantelpiece, having carved figures on over mantel; Store Room, W.C., and Tank 
Room. On Third Floor: Observatory, 13ft diameter, with revolving roof on gearing. 

 
4.10    The earliest photograph of the house located so far is that reproduced in the sales particulars of 

1924, which shows the house with its astronomical “cone”, as installed for Michael Tomkinson in 
the late 1880s (Fig 4). The elevation shown is that facing Wolverley Road.  For information 
regarding the alterations to the house we should be able to refer to the local authority planning 
archives (WRO BA8895 parcels 87 and 396 (ii-iv) ref r498), however only a small selection of 
planning application drawings are held by the Record Office, and it is apparent that the majority 
were discarded by the precursors of Wyre Forest DC, including any for Franche Hall.  It is clear  
from photographic evidence of 1924 (Fig 4) that the facade has been substantially changed since 
that date, with various alterations to the fenestration, including the addition of a double door 
(covered by a porch) and a bay window. The double doors and porch columns are believed by the 
present owner to have been removed from Franche Hall at the time of its demolition (1924) and 
this is highly probable since the hall was being demolished at precisely the same time that Franche 
House was being converted back from a museum and observatory to a private house. The columns 
are recognisably identical to those in a photograph of Franche Hall (also in the 1924 sales 
particulars), and the double doors and their surround are also clearly re-used interior doors. Of the 
six columns visible on the Franche Hall photograph (there supporting a verandah) four are now at 
Franche House (the other two now supporting the glazed porch over the side door).The matter of 
re-use will be discussed further below. 

 
5 Building description 
 
5.1 Externally the brickwork of the house is clearly a composite of several phases of construction,  all 

of the phases being between the very late 18th and mid  20th Century. The southern part of the 
house appears to be the oldest portion still standing (very late 18th or early 19th C). The rear 
(northern) portions of the house appear to be later brickwork, the NE and N facades being of  early 
20th C brick. The northern portion of the western facade is probably late 19th to early20th C in date, 
and the short recessed portion probably early 20th C. The upper part of the “tower” appears to be a 
late 19th C rebuilding or addition to the earlier house, but the brick is closely matched, and may 
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have been re-used from those parts of the building demolished to create the observatory tower in 
the 1880s. 

 
5.2 The principal clues about the original form of the house lie within the cellar (Figs 5 and 9), which 

appears to have mainly originated as the cellar of the early 19th C building. The cellar walls are of 
very late 18th-early 19th C brick (c.1800s-late 1820s), and the majority of the cellar is over-vaulted 
in brick of the same date. Significantly the cellar footprint is rather shorter than the full length of 
the present  southern elevation, and the cellar terminates approximately half-way beneath the 
“tower”. The portion of cellar beneath the “tower” is not vaulted, and it would seem highly 
probable that the original entrance from the house to the cellar was against the western wall of the 
un-vaulted portion. The suspended ground floor in this area has been replaced in the 20th C, and 
there are few traces of the putative stair remaining. There is however a corresponding slight crease 
in the paintwork of the wall which may indicate the former presence of a doorframe at the foot of 
the stairs.  

 
5.3 The present owner reports that the foundations of part of the NE elevation are similar in character 

to the original portion of the house, despite the above ground walls being of clearly later 
construction.   Taken with the 1840 cartographic evidence it seems likely that the original house 
had a small projecting block  adjoining the south wing.  The subsequent cartographic evidence 
clearly indicates that the rear parts of the property have been much altered, and is at present the 
best evidence we have for the development of the property, as so little of the core fabric is 
exposed. 

 
5.4 Basement level 
5.4.1 As described above the basement level consists of cellarage beneath the southern block of the 

building only (Figs 5 and 9). The main cellar lies to the eastern end of the frontage block (with 
external access via re-constructed steps under a shelter roof of early 20th C date). The main portion 
of the cellar has a brick vault, and there are blocked window or vent openings at high level on the 
eastern end wall. There was formerly a wide doorway opening in the western wall of the cellar, but 
this was blocked during the early 20th C. There are four small niches in the long side walls of the 
vaulted portion of the cellar – these were probably intended to hold lamps. The cellar floor is of 
brick, with slight drainage channels. The vault of the cellar is of very late 18th-early 19th C brick 
and forms a fairly flat arch springing from vertical side walls. The floor above the vault is a 
suspended timber construction, and the possibly 16th Century brick reported by the present owner 
was found under the suspended floor but above the vault, amongst other building debris. This 
cellar houses the main gas heating boiler, a brick built flue for which runs up alongside the original 
chimney. 

 
5.4.2 Beyond the northern end wall of the main cellar there is a small antechamber, which is not vaulted, 

and appears to have originally been mainly occupied by the cellar steps and some brick and slate 
built wine bins (the latter still survive). The brickwork of this area is identical with the main cellar, 
and there are two more lamp recesses of similar character to those in the main cellar.  The cellar 
floor in this area is of blue brick paviours, In the NW corner of the ante chamber the wall has been 
broken through and a curving access passage and stairway constructed, probably in the early 20th 
C. The southern end of the passage has a small brick vault where it passes under the solid floor of 
the hallway. The internal cellar steps emerge beneath the main staircase (itself an insertion). There 
is a blocked doorway to the west of the head of the stairs indicating that there was (in the late 
1920s?) an entrance to the cellar through what is presently the downstairs WC. Subsequently the 
doorway has been blocked and the head of the steps re-aligned to open to the east into the hallway. 

 
5.5 Ground Floor 
5.5.1 The ground-floor layout is rather awkward, and the present sequence of rooms (Fig 5) bears little 

resemblance to the layout described in the 1924 sales particulars, and these of course were a 
substantial adaption of the original domestic layout. It would appear very unlikely that the original 
configuration of the ground floor could now be determined without major stripping out and 
exposure of the internal foundations. In 1924 the layout was “Hall, with stairs; one room, 21ft by 
15ft, and glass-roofed Museum, 22ft by 15ft, with Ruabon quarry floor and matched lined” The 21 
ft by 15ft room would presumably have been the room in the SE corner of the house (later 
extended and presently a living room) over the main cellar. The main stairs are likely to have been 
directly over the original cellar stair position (ie over the cellar antechamber), with a solid floored 
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hall occupying the western end of the area beneath the “tower”. This position would allow one set 
of stairs to serve both “wings” of the “L” shaped building. The glass-roofed museum added in the 
1880s was clearly single storey and on the northern side of the original building. It  lay on the east 
side of the house, and was possibly an adaption of the earlier projecting block. The present “bar” 
room (in the SW corner, beneath the “tower”) appears to occupy the original hall/stairway 
position. The 1924 south facing window (seen in Fig 4) has been replaced by a substantial pair of 
oak panelled double doors with matching reveal lining . The presence of internal door furniture (in 
what appears to be white metal; Fig 10) on both sides of the door and the form of the reveal lining 
indicate strongly that these doors were intended for an original internal position. The present 
owner (who has corresponded with the son of Michael Tomkinson, the former owner of Franche 
House and Franche Hall) believes the doors to have been acquired by Harry Cheshire from the 
demolition sale of Franche Hall, and this appears highly probable. The doors probably date to circa 
1900-1910. As indicated above the columns supporting the associated porch almost certainly came 
from the same source. They are of very finely worked reddish sandstone, with fine fluting, and 
possibly date to the early-mid 19th C (Fig 8) . 

5.5.2 The “bar” room has a conspicuously varied range of doors (both internal sets are double doors). 
The double doors linking the bar room to the living room are very high quality laminated timber 
doors of minimalist “flush” design, probably of the 1930s, whereas the doors to the hallway are a 
little earlier and solid oak, half glazed (with obscured glass) and double panelled. The door 
furniture matches that on the external door. The glazed doors possibly date to c1900-1910, but 
have been reglazed. The only other features of interest are the matching laminate bar and shelving 
unit, both of which appear to be of late 1930s-40s date (Fig 10).  

5.5.3 The main living room, in the SE corner of the house, has also been much altered. The original 
northern wall has been removed, extending the room (into a former corridor?) and providing 
access to French doors on the eastern elevation. The extension appears to have occurred in the 
1920s. A bay window has been inserted in the southern elevation (it is not shown on the 1924 
photo). The opening up of a large double doorway in the western wall of the living room appears 
to have occurred in the late 1920s-1930s. The chimney breast appears to have been an original 
feature of the early 19th C house, but has been much mutilated by removal of the fire-surround, 
insertion of a woodburning stove and subsequent partial collapse of the arch over the fireplace.   

5.5.4 The hallway is presently accessed (through a small lobby) from the western elevation. The door is 
externally sheltered by a porch supported by re-used columns from Franche Hall. The standard 
single door is rather understated for a house of this size, and gives the impression of having 
originally been a service entrance. It is significant that the door opens into a service lobby 
(originally linked to the cellar steps) rather than into the hallway proper. It would seem probable 
that the mid 1920s intention was to use the large double doors on the southern elevation as a 
principal entrance, but the arrangement was clearly not very practical. 

5.5.5 The hall floor has a small area of polychrome geometric tiling visible, and this may extend beneath 
the carpeted area. The stairs appear to date to the 1920s or 1930s (Fig 10) – it is notable that they 
fall slightly short (by about 70mm) of the storey height of the original portions of the house, and 
this would indicate either a very blatant error in construction (unlikely), or that the stairs were 
reused from elsewhere and that the present first floor landing (about 70mm lower than the 
remainder of the 1st floor) was constructed to fit. Given the widespread re-use of materials in the 
house it is likely that the stairs were also salvaged. 

5.5.6 To the east of the hallway there is a large room currently occupied by a pool-table – this room lies 
on the approximate footprint of the glass roofed museum described in 1924 (and shown on early 
20th C mapping as a glazed roof). There is a chimney breast off-centre on the north wall (now with 
a modern gas fire), and in the NE corner a doorway to the kitchen. The positioning of the chimney 
breast is very awkward (with a slot-like chimney recess to the west) and may reflect an adaption or 
survival of fabric from the earlier “museum” building. It is usual to place a chimney breast 
centrally on a wall, and the present position suggests that the “museum” footprint may have been 
subdivided to create the present hall. Without intrusive examination this must remain speculation 
as the cartographic evidence is insufficiently detailed. 

5.5.7 At the north end of the hall there is a large room (presently the dining room), with a chimney 
breast centrally placed on the western wall. The fireplace is modern. There were formerly 
windows in both chimney recesses, but that in the northern recess has subsequently been neatly 
bricked up. There is a large bay window to the north elevation. The doors to this room both are 
four panelled doors with an impressed ornate pattern to the panels – they appear to be of circa 
1910- late 1920s. A door leads into the kitchen to the NE. There is no visible evidence of the 
section of the original house that occupied this area. The pre-1880s block appears from 
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cartographic evidence to have been a little longer than the present western range, and was greatly 
truncated when the building was acquired by Tomkinson. 

5.5.8 The kitchen, which has a quarry tile floor, is surprisingly small for a house of this size. There 
appears to have formerly been a small range type cooker backing on to the chimney previously 
described in the pool room. A scar in the floor indicates that the kitchen has been enlarged by 
removal of a brick partition at its eastern end – there was formerly a passage between the “pool 
room” and the scullery, with side door to the kitchen. The kitchen has a door and window to the 
rear yard, and a second east facing window which formerly lit the passage. 

5.5.9 Attached to the NE corner of the house there is a small single storey service building with double 
pitched tiled roof. This service building contains a small room, clearly once the scullery, and to the 
north an outside WC  (interior not seen). The whole of the service wing is of circa early 1930-40s 
construction.  

 
 5.6 The first floor 
 
5.6.1 This level also has a rather awkward layout, and is clearly the product of several phases of 

alteration (Fig 6).  
  South eastern corner bedroom 
5.6.2 The only room surviving relatively intact from the original building layout is the large bedroom in 

the SE corner of the property. This room is currently stripped out for renovation, and the original 
fabric is therefore revealed. The door is a six panel softwood door of the early 19th C, and the 
majority of brickwork is also of this date. The northern wall has, however been rebuilt on a 
wooden trussed frame that bridges the living room below. The structural approach to taking out the 
ground floor wall, and supporting the upper part of the building is somewhat unorthodox, but 
appears to have been fairly successful (Fig 11). Significantly the 1st floor joists of the later 1920s 
extension to the north are supported by a separate but parallel truss arrangement, which perhaps 
suggests that the ground floor section of the loadbearing wall was removed prior to the 
construction of the 1st floor above the former “museum”. 

5.6.3 There is a centrally placed chimney breast on the eastern wall, and this appears to be integral with 
the early 19th C fabric. The cast-iron “Gold Medal Eagle Grate” grate is a slightly mutilated but 
very fine example by the Eagle Range & Foundry Co of Catherine Street Birmingham (Fig 11). It 
dates probably to the 1880s-1890s. A complicated sequence of inter-folding decorative moulded 
cast doors allows part or all of the hearth to be screened. These screen doors fold away behind the 
hinged and tiled cheeks of the fire surround. The tiles are present but have been wallpapered over. 
The chimney piece has been lost. This is probably the room described as having a carved oak 
overmantel with figures in the 1924 sales description. 

5.6.4 The ceiling having been removed the floor joists of the original second floor are presently 
exposed. The joists and bridging beams are of rough ?pit sawn oak, and the boarding of the second 
floor is oak. The presence of trimmer joists and a slate hearth slab confirms the presence of a 
former fireplace at second floor level at the east end of the room. 

5.6.5 The window appears to be a late 19th C insertion, but the vertical sliding sashes are more recent 
replacements as there are no signs of the glazing bars visible in the 1924 photograph. Skirting 
boards are of torus profile, of late 19th C or later date. The flooring was concealed by carpet at the 
time of survey. 

  South west corner bedroom 
5.6.6 This small bedroom contains no visible features of interest. The stairs to the second floor are 

contained in an inserted enclosure accessible only from the landing – this is a recent re-
arrangement, though part of the subdivision may be early 20th C. 

  The landing 
5.6.7 There is a very spacious landing in the centre of the house, where the main staircase terminates. As 

noted above the landing is at a slightly lower level than the remainder of the first floor (Fig 11). 
There is a slight step up to a small lobby area west of the staircase – this area leads nowhere other 
than to the foot of the stairs to the second floor, and is something of a dead-end. It is lit by two 
eccentrically placed west facing single pane double sliding sash windows, that also provide 
borrowed light to the stairwell. 

5.6.8 There is another small step up into the southern block, where another small lobby gives access to 
the SE and SW bedrooms, also an understairs cupboard. In common with the other lobbies at this 
level the access to the stairwell is an arch headed opening with staff beads to the jambs. 

5.6.9 The third lobby/landing area leads to the eastern range of rooms and is also up a slight step.There 
are now four rooms opening from the eastern landing, but the southernmost is a recent conversion 
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(by the present owner) combining a small store room and a small bedroom or dressing room (the 
latter lit by an occulus). It is now a bathroom. The middle room was formerly the bathroom (now a 
bedroom) and retains enamelled metal sheeting to the walls with a stencilled pattern in green (Fig 
11) – this appears to have been the late 1920s-early 1930s wall finish. North of the bathroom there 
is another narrow store-room/linen closet wrapping around the flues from the “pool” room and 
kitchen chimneys. The final room on this eastern landing is another small bedroom overlooking 
the kitchen yard (possibly intended for a live-in servant). The principal feature of interest is an 
early 20th C cast iron fire surround with integral cast surround (Fig 11). 

5.6.10 Leading directly off the stairwell, in the NW corner of the house there is a very large bedroom 
with windows to both the northern and western aspects. There was formerly a third window in the 
northern chimney recess, and the blocking and arched head remain discernible externally. The 
fireplace is currently obscured by a bedhead, but retains its wooden surround. All of the fittings 
and features appear compatible with a late 1920s-1930s date. 

 
5.7 Second Floor 
5.7.1 The second floor accommodation now consists only of the “tower” room and its adjoining stair 

turret (Figs 6 and 12), there is however clear evidence that there was formerly another room at the 
eastern end of the southern block. The presence of a hearth (now concealed beneath the flat roof of 
the lower roof terrace) confirms that there was formerly a habitable room at this point. The walls 
have all been removed down to floor level and replaced by a balustrade of late 19th C on two sides. 
The early 20th C gable of the northern extension forms the third side of the lower roof terrace. A 
doorway provides direct access between the SW bedroom and the lower roof terrace, which is at a 
higher level than the bedroom floor.  

5.7.2 The SW bedroom has recently been completely refurbished, and all the ceiling mouldings, 
plasterwork and joinery are modern. A doorway leads to a small stair turret that gives access to the 
upper roof terrace. At second floor level a small lobby in the stair turret is lit by the only surviving 
example of an early 19th C eight over eight vertical sliding sash window remaining in the property. 
If it is still in its original position it would indicate that the stair turret is an adaption of a two 
storey rear wing on the western side of the property. 

5.7.3 The stair turret and upper roof terrace appear to have been added in the 1880s when the building 
was converted to an astronomical observatory. It is likely that the whole of the “tower” represents 
a near-total rebuilding  and raising of the western end of the second floor. The re-use of matching 
earlier brick (presumably from the demolished portion of the second floor and rear wing) makes it 
very difficult to determine the extent of rebuilding. 

5.8 Grounds 
5.8.1 The grounds of the house represent a drastically reduced fragment of the original domestic 

curtailage, and have been substantially landscaped by the present owner. The line of the early 20th 
C driveway to Franche Hall is discernible to the north of the house, and one cast iron ornamental 
gas standard remains in situ (minus its lamp and globe; Fig 9). The house is now closely hemmed 
in by a sprawl of 1960s housing developments on all sides (Figs 1 and 12).  

 
6 Discussion 
 
6.1 Whilst the adjacent Franche Court site is of great local and archaeological significance the present 

property appears to have very minimal archaeological potential. Recent landscaping around the 
house has exposed nothing of interest, despite extensive level reduction to the north of the house. 
Material to raise the ground level at the front of the property was quarried on site and this has left 
an exposure of sand and sandstone SE of the house, that indicates a very shallow soil horizon over 
natural deposits. Despite various metal detector finds in the parish there does not seem to be any 
indication that the Franche area was a focus of historical or prehistoric activity.  

6.2 The present building has its origins in a medium sized  late 18th-early 19th C farmhouse that 
appears to have been of three storeys over a cellar. It is likely that the second floor rooms were 
partially within the roofspace as this was the usual arrangement at this period.  It also appears that 
there was some form of  rear west wing (of two or three storeys) and  a small single storey block at 
the east. Very little physical evidence for  this survives. It seems highly probable that the original 
entrance was at the west end of the southern block – but it is unclear whether the front door faced 
south or west. Prior to the acquisition by Michael Tomkinson there was a range of detached 
outbuildings to the west of the house, probably around a yard. Tomkinson appears to have retained 
these outbuildings which probably included stables and carriage house. The original eastern rear 
block or rear wing was replaced with a single storey “museum” extending into the former back 
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yard area. The western arm of the house was apparently greatly reduced in length, if not totally 
demolished and rebuilt to support the stair turret. From the small number of rooms present in 1924 
it is clear that the building was not then very large, and considerably less volume than when 
originally built. The removal of the roof, and most of the original 2nd floor  and construction of the 
observatory tower drastically altered the appearance of the house. It is likely that the western end 
was partially rebuilt or clad with additional brick facing to mask the conversion and lend 
additional support to the observatory tower. The windows were almost all replaced at this point. 
Some changes probably occurred during the long ownership by Tomkinson, and it cannot now be 
determined in what order the changes were made. 

6.3 After 1924 the house again went through a drastic rebuilding that roughly tripled the volume. 
There are indications that not all the works were contemporary, and there is certainly an 
impression that the house evolved rather than was planned. It would appear unlikely that a 
professional architect was involved, and some of the design solutions appear to have been dictated 
by the ready availability of salvaged material from Franche Hall (and possibly elsewhere). The 
resulting layout is probably unique, and gives the house a distinct character of its own. The use of 
a diverse range of salvaged doors (and probably other features such as fire surrounds now lost) 
suggests that the Cheshires were either very eclectic in their tastes or working to a very restricted 
budget.  The use of extremely unusual structural solutions (eg trussed timber beams) to facilitate 
the relatively common operation of removing a ground floor load-bearing wall is indicative that 
the builders (or client) were intent on saving the cost of a wrought and riveted or rolled steel girder 
when there was re-usable structural timber available “on the door-step”. The standard of external 
brickwork is, however high and it is possible that the works started with lavish intentions and 
subsequent alterations were done on a budget.  

6.4 Other than the relatively minor alterations and repairs undertaken by the present owner the 
building seems to have been little altered since the 1940s. Blocking and removal of fireplaces 
probably occurred in the 1960s and 1970s as this was the period when such misguided mutilations 
were rife. If any original cornicing or moulded plasterwork survived the 1920s-30s reconstruction  
it was probably also removed during this period as a number of rooms exhibit polystyrene ceiling 
tiles. 

 
7 Conclusions 
7.1 Whilst the house has a comparatively short history, it has been subjected to at least two major 

rebuildings, one in the 1880s converting the building to an observatory, and a second converting it 
back to a residence. Neither rebuilding appears to have been at all sympathetic to the original 
fabric, and on initial inspection there appears to be little early 19th C fabric surviving other than the 
cellars and a small part of the external walls. Some more early floors possibly survive beneath 
fitted carpets, as may some feature tile floors, but both are likely to have been mutilated by later 
alterations. 

 
7.2 Despite the reported “sixteenth century brick” there are no indications of any original  pre-19th C 

fabric in the house other than a small amount of re-used timber used for wall plates and lintels, 
which could be a little earlier. The brick may have been introduced to the site from nearby Franche 
Court, which lay just to the NE of the present house. Given the widespread presence of re-used and 
imported  material in the building little significance can be placed on the presence of earlier 
materials. The proposed works are not likely to have any impact on deposits of archaeological 
interest.  

 
7.3 The present development proposals will only add another phase of modifications to a building that 

is now principally of late 19th and early-mid 20th C date, but representative of neither epoch. The 
present layout is distinctly awkward and inefficient and some rearrangement is certainly called for. 
Whilst externally visually impressive the building has little or no architectural merit internally, and 
can be considered only as of local interest as it is part of the development history of Franche. The 
setting of the building is greatly marred by the surrounding building development, and is an object 
lesson in planning failures – any domestic rural building of this scale needs a proportionately sized 
and well planted domestic plot surrounding it on all sides. Franche House is greatly diminished by 
being set amongst a sea of high density housing, the gardens of which encroach to within ten feet 
of the building. The building location was no doubt chosen originally due to its fine views over 
Kidderminster and the Stour Valley, but these views are lost to suburban sprawl.  
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